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Greg Bond’s recent post on mediation cultures reminded me of an encounter I had with a group of mediators
several years ago. Allow me to share with you my recollection of what happened.
I was conducting a workshop on international and intercultural approaches to mediation for 15 freshly-minted
mediators from a European country — all participants were nationally accredited and had completed more
than 350 hours of training and assessment. As part of the ﬁrst day I played a DVD of a real mediation
conducted by a people’s mediator in Guangzhou, Guangdong Province, China. The dispute involved a wife
who wanted to separate from her husband; they had one child. After the ﬁrst few minutes of the video, there
were mutterings in the room; after 15 minutes, there were incredulous gasps and stiﬂed giggles. At this point,
I decided to pause the ﬁlm and get feedback from the group. Unanimously they concluded that I must be
playing some kind of trick on them and that this could not possibly represent a mediation process. They
provided a host of reasons, beginning with the fact that the mediator, after hearing about the dispute, sought
out the parties herself, suggested mediation, and then, on her own initiative, invited the parties’ parents and
work supervisors to the ﬁrst joint session. Despite my best endeavours to convince them of the legitimacy of
the ﬁlm, the mediators remained adamant: this was not mediation.
Gosh, I thought, what will we tell the Chinese? They’ve been doing this process for quite a while, some people
say for thousands of years. And now we want to tell them that this is not mediation?
Yes, these debates have been going on for some time and no, they show no signs of abating soon. This
cultural confusion, I am reassured by Nora Bateson (2016), “is the healthy recognition that there is more than
one way to think about something.” For previous discussions on this blog see posts by Adi Gavrila, Geoﬀ
Sharp and yours truly.
The mediation ﬁeld to date has been deﬁned by its inward-focused debates about what is (and what is not)
mediation. Much of this debate has centred around the so-called facilitative—evaluative dichotomy and
whether “mediators” who engage in directive or advisory behaviour are really mediators at all.
However there is a emerging development in policy and practice that recognises the real diversity of
mediation practice. The International Mediation Institute’s world-wide mediator certiﬁcation scheme expressly
recognises that mediators approach their craft in diﬀerent ways and are informed, at least to some extent, by
diﬀerent values. In Australia, the National Mediator Standards are based on a facilitative mediation model,
while at the same time recognising diversity in practice as blended processes. In Asia jurisdictions such as
Singapore and Hong Kong are beginning to question the cultural suitability of western facilitative mediation as
they seek to introduce diverse mediation models through education and policy initiatives. For example, in
Singapore training by SIDRA in diverse mediation models including culturally ﬂuent Asian approaches to
mediation can lead to nationally recognised accreditation by SIMI. In Hong Kong the use of evaluative
approaches to mediation such as expert advisory mediation and wise counsel mediation have been expressly
promoted by the Government in particular in relation to intellectual property disputes. In the United States we
hear about the „Californication“ of mediation — the almost exclusive use of private sessions or caucus in
mediation and the tendency to dispense with pre-mediation meetings and even opening statements by the
parties.
As this trend continues, the boundaries between mediation und other forms of ADR will become fuzzier. While
this ambiguity is a legitimate cause of concern in relation to quality assurance and protection of users of
mediation services, it also extends the capacity of the professional mediation community to inﬂuence dispute
resolution practice in general. This means, in time, a larger slice of the (international) dispute resolution pie
for mediators.

